And the 2018 Winner is...

**Twelve Days in May: Freedom Ride 1961**
Larry Dane Brimner
WSC Juvenile  j 323.1196073 B77

In 1961 on the seventh anniversary of the Brown vs. Board of Education ruling, 13 freedom riders boarded two buses in Washington D.C. bound for New Orleans. The riders were willing to risk their lives to challenge illegal Jim Crow practices on inter-state buses and in bus terminals.

“Spare text, bold graphics and arresting photos combine to take young readers on a 12-day journey through the Jim Crow American south of 1961,” said Sibert Medal Committee Chair Tali Balas.

---

**Continued from Interior**

2005 THE VOICE THAT CHALLENGED A NATION: MARIAN ANDERSON AND THE STRUGGLE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS
Russell Freedman
WSC Juvenile
j 783.68092 An24Xf

2004 AN AMERICAN PLAGUE: THE TRUE AND TERRIFYING STORY OF THE YELLOW FEVER EPIDEMIC OF 1793
Jim Murphy
WSC Young Adult
YA 614.541 M954

2003 THE LIFE AND DEATH OF ADOLF HITLER
James Cross Giblin
WSC Young Adult
YA 943.086092 H638gj

2002 BLACK POTATOES: THE STORY OF THE GREAT IRISH FAMINE, 1845-1850
Susan Campbell Bartoletti
WSC Young Adult
YA 941.5081 B285

2001 SIR WALTER RALEGH AND THE QUEST FOR EL DORADO
Marc Aronson
WSC Young Adult
YA 942.055092 R138am
The Robert F. Sibert Informational Book Medal is awarded annually to the author(s) and illustrator(s) of the most distinguished informational book published in the United States in English during the preceding year. The award is named in honor of Robert F. Sibert, the long-time President of Bound to Stay Bound Books, Inc. of Jacksonville, Illinois. ALSC administers the award.

2018 TWELVE DAYS IN MAY: FREEDOM RIDE 1961
Larry Dane Brimmer
WSC Juvenile
j 323.1196073 B77

2017 MARCH: BOOK THREE
John Lewis, Andrew Aydin & Nate Powell
WSC Graphic Novels - Popular Reading
323.4092 L587xag3

2016 FUNNY BONES: POSADA AND HIS DAY OF THE DEAD CALAVERAS
Duncan Tonatiuh
WSC Juvenile
j 769.92 P48Xt

2015 THE RIGHT WORD: ROGET AND HIS THESAURUS
Jen Bryant & Melissa Sweet
WSC Easy
E B8414rw

2014 PARROTS OVER PUERTO RICO
Cindy Trumbore & Susan L. Roth
WSC Easy
E R7417p

2013 BOMB: THE RACE TO BUILD—AND STEAL—THE WORLD’S MOST DANGEROUS WEAPON
Steve Sheinkin
WSC Juvenile
j 623.45119 Sh42

2012 BALLOONS OVER BROADWAY: THE TRUE STORY OF THE PUPPETEER OF MACY’S PARADE
Melissa Sweet
WSC Juvenile
j 791.53092 Sa73Xs

2011 KAKAPO RESCUE: SAVING THE WORLD’S STRANGEST PARROT
Sy Montgomery
WSC Juvenile
j 598.71 M767

2010 ALMOST ASTRONAUTS: 13 WOMEN WHO DARED TO DREAM
Tanya Lee Stone
WSC Juvenile
j 629.4082 St72

2009 WE ARE THE SHIP: THE STORY OF NEGRO LEAGUE BASEBALL
Kadir Nelson
WSC Juvenile
j 796.35709 N334

2008 THE WALL: GROWING UP BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN
Peter Sís
WSC Juvenile
j 813.54 Si81A

2007 TEAM MOON: HOW 400,000 PEOPLE LANDED APOLLO 11 ON THE MOON
Catherine Thimmesh
WSC Juvenile
j 629.45 T348

2006 SECRETS OF A CIVIL WAR SUBMARINE: SOLVING THE MYSTERIES OF THE H.L. HUNLEY
Sally M. Walker
WSC Juvenile
j 973.757 W154
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